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Operation Sea Lion was the German code name for the invasion of England during World War II. Today it is
the code name for the deadly invasion of the oceans most fertile fishing grounds by an International Cartel.
Fishing trawlers are trapped in explosions and the fiery inferno sweeps across Galveston Bay in the Gulf of
Mexico and simultaneous explosions erupt in the Sea of Cortez off the coast of Rocky Point, Mexico.
Creatures of the sea are systematically being exterminated. Panic buying is widespread in the supermarkets.
Two dynamic women, and former flight attendants, Melanie Marshall and Monica Barlow, are thrust in the
center of the mayhem and find their lives at risk. They are pitted against formidable and merciless opponents.
Could Melanie’s father, JD Marshall, a major worldwide power broker and president of the great Corel
Corporation, be involved in such atrocities?
The Pond is one hundred square miles of man-made inland desert sea. The product in the pond must be
protected at all costs. Melanie and Monica enlist the help of Fred Watkins; an almost blind retired military
pilot, to fly his vintage PBY flying boat on one last critical mission. But to attack the fortified beach house in
Rocky Point, Mexico from the land… would be suicide.
It’s been six years since Brad Hunter and Buddy Roberts shared the Aloha Spirit with Melanie and Monica
on the beaches of Lanikai, Hawaii. Melanie and Monica return to the mainland and Brad and Buddy
encounter all the trouble they can handle in Las Vegas. Aided by the Lettuce Lady, and her garbage truck,
they dodge a demented madman bent on killing them and catch up with Monica and Melanie at Ryan Field
outside Tucson, Arizona and aid in their midnight raid from the sea.
The rekindling of past loves and desires ebb and flow through the turbulent currents of action, greed and
deceit. The product in The Pond is ready for harvest… it must not be compromised.

Melanie Marshall and Monica Barlow, ex-flight attendants dealing with the permanent and long range
aftershocks of 911, try desperately to put their lives in order. Longing to fill their emotional void, they are
unexpectedly thrust into a hellacious whirlwind of corporate greed and murder. Melanie’s father is missing.
Explosions erupt and fires and acid smoke sweep across Galveston Bay in the Gulf of Mexico and
simultaneous explosions ignite the surface of the sea, over one thousand miles away, in the Sea of Cortez off
the coast of Rocky Point, Mexico. The sea is awash with dead fish, shore birds, and dolphins and many other
inhabitants of the sea caught in the inferno. Each wave serves as a funeral procession delivering lifeless
remains upon the beach to rot in the hot summer sun. Panic buying is widespread in the supermarkets.
Melanie learns that Operation Sea Lion was the code name for the German invasion of England during
World War II. Today its meaning is even more sinister. She and Monica must protect the product in The
Pond. They set aside their competitive and personal differences and formulate a battle plan to rescue her
father and engage a vicious International Cartel responsible for the senseless annihilation of the creatures of
the sea.

Navy Blue by Bert M. Roberts is the sequel to Operation Sea Lion.
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From reader reviews:

Catrina Hall:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone at
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even restricted. What people must be consider if
those information which is inside the former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously which
one works to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you find the unstable resource then
you have it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All of those possibilities will
not happen throughout you if you take Operation Sea Lion as the daily resource information.

Harvey Hobbs:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, small story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not seeking Operation Sea Lion that give
your satisfaction preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading practice all over the world
can be said as the means for people to know world a great deal better then how they react to the world. It
can't be stated constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who
wants to be success person. So , for all you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you could
pick Operation Sea Lion become your own personal starter.

Charlie Smith:

Reading a book to become new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to read a book. When you
study a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your
knowledge, simply because book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on
what types of book that you have read. If you want to get information about your study, you can read
education books, but if you want to entertain yourself you are able to a fiction books, such us novel, comics,
as well as soon. The Operation Sea Lion provide you with a new experience in reading a book.

Shirley Wales:

You may get this Operation Sea Lion by look at the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it might
to be your solve challenge if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not
only by means of written or printed but can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era like
now, you just looking by your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your ways
to get more information about your e-book. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make your
knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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